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CHAPTER 7

General discussion

Part of this chapter is based on:

de Vrij EL and Henning RH. How hibernation and hypothermia help to improve 

anticoagulant control. Temperature (Austin). 2014;2(1):44-46.
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as removal of the spleen before or during hibernation did not affect the lowering 

of the number of circulating platelets in hibernation. Interestingly, pharmacological 

induction of a torpor-like state by 5’-AMP injection did not induce thrombocytopenia 

despite the substantial lowering of body temperature and may therefore interfere 

with the underlying mechanism of temperature associated platelet dynamics. Thus, 

temperature dependent platelet count reduction is a major alteration within the 

primary hemostatic system during torpor.

 In addition, in Chapter 3, we analyzed the main determinants of the hemostatic 

system throughout hibernation by interrogating components of primary and 

secondary hemostasis as well as the fibrinolytic pathway in the hibernating Syrian 

hamster. Hemostasis is likely inhibited in torpor, as demonstrated by reduced 

thrombin generation with prolongation of clotting times (PT and APTT), which 

recovered in arousal. Activation of secondary hemostasis with fibrinolysis is unlikely 

since plasma D-dimer levels remained low throughout hibernation. Suppression 

of hemostasis during torpor is likely achieved by the reduction of the number of 

platelets, and of levels of von Willebrand Factor (VWF), fibrinogen, coagulation factor 

V, VIII, IX, XI and by increasing levels of plasminogen. The reduced hemostasis was 

slightly counterbalanced by minor increases in factor II and X and a reduction of the 

anticoagulant factors antithrombin, protein C and plasmin inhibitor. Nevertheless, 

our data demonstrate that during torpor, the hemostatic balance tips clearly towards 

inhibition, which reverses during arousal.

Mechanisms of suppressing hemostasis in hibernation
The underlying mechanism of platelet dynamics in hibernating hamsters was further 

assessed in Chapter 4. In this study we demonstrated platelet storage and release to 

underlie the reversible thrombocytopenia in torpor in hamster. Fluorescent platelets 

transfused in hibernation followed the same platelet dynamics through torpor-

arousal cycles as native platelets. Virtually all transfused platelets fully recovered in 

circulation upon arousal, thus not being phagocytosed or irreversibly cleared from 

circulation. Platelets also did not show signs of activation. We further demonstrated 

a 50% increase in platelet life-span in hibernation compared to non-hibernating 

hamsters. Finally, we demonstrated that liver sinusoids rather than spleen or lung 

represent the most likely platelet storage and release location, as found in electron 

microscopy analysis of platelet accumulation in these organs. Accumulated platelets 

in liver sinusoids were not degranulated. Thus, low body temperature induces 

thrombocytopenia during torpor via reversible storage of platelets, probably in liver 

sinusoids, which reverses by rewarming during arousal and occurs seemingly without 

activation and degranulation of platelets. Given the location of platelet accumulations 

SUMMARY

Thrombosis is a major cause of death and global disease burden. Both primary and 

secondary hemostasis are involved in venous and arterial thrombosis. Thrombosis 

might be expected to occur during hibernation due to presence of several factors 

known in man to increase thrombotic risk: prolonged immobility 1-3, blood stasis in 

veins and atria 4, increased blood viscosity 5-7, cycles of cooling-rewarming with relative 

hypoxia and reoxygenation and signs of endothelial injury 1, 8, and gross overweight at 

entrance of hibernation 9. Despite these risk factors, hibernators show no signs of 

thrombosis or embolism, likely due to alterations in key modulators of hemostasis 

during hibernation. 

 The aim of this thesis was to provide an overview of alterations in key modulators 

of hemostasis during hibernation in one species, namely the Syrian hamster, and to 

determine whether these changes can be mimicked in non-hibernating mammals 

through forced hypothermia. This thesis also aims at providing insight into the 

underlying mechanism of the torpor associated reversible thrombocytopenia, and 

of the morphological changes of platelets including the relative cold resistance of 

the cytoskeleton of hibernator platelets, with the ultimate aim to identify potential 

therapeutic targets for antithrombotic drugs and for long term platelet storage for 

transfusion.

General features of hemostatic suppression in hibernation
We set out to determine the components for hemostasis that are altered during torpor 

and likely prevent thrombosis. In Chapter 2 we investigated the effects of hibernation 

and hypothermia on circulating platelet dynamics in hibernating and non-hibernating 

mammals and assessed the effect on platelet dynamics using a pharmacological tool 

(5’-AMP) to induce torpor. Likely, lowering of the body temperature is one of the 

main driving factors in reversibly reducing circulating platelet count in hibernating 

hamster as well as non-hibernating species when exposed to forced hypothermia. 

The thrombocytopenia that ensues at low body temperatures recovered rapidly in 

all analyzed species upon returning to euthermia, either by natural arousal or by 

forced rewarming. The quick recovery led us to hypothesize that platelet storage and 

release underlies the thrombocytopenia at low temperature, rather than (irreversible) 

clearance and subsequent reproduction. Further, platelet integrity during hibernation 

or hypothermia seemed maintained in both hibernating and non-hibernating species, 

in view of absence of signs of platelet activation throughout the experiments and full 

restoration of platelet functionality when reaching euthermia. In addition, the spleen 

does not contribute in the temperature associated storage and release of platelets, 
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of platelet spear shape by low temperature might not be a prerequisite for platelet 

storage in liver sinusoids during hypothermia since non-hibernators do not form 

spear shapes when cooled. Additionally, hibernator platelets seem resilient to cooling 

induced activation and to degradation of cytoskeletal tubulin.

Collectively, this thesis identified several key modulators of primary hemostasis, 

secondary hemostasis and fibrinolysis that prevent activation of the hemostatic 

system of Syrian hamster during hibernation. We focused on primary hemostasis 

and elucidated the mechanism underlying the reversible thrombocytopenia to be 

temperature dependent in both hibernators and non-hibernators. We demonstrated 

a major role of liver in the storage and release of platelets, resulting in a 50% increase 

in platelet half-life. Further, we found that low temperatures did not activate platelets 

of hibernators and non-hibernators despite striking - albeit reversible - changes in 

morphology. Together these findings help us understand why hibernating mammals 

such as Syrian hamster do not suffer from thromboembolic complications during 

hibernation. Furthermore, temperature dependent suppression of hemostasis also 

exists in non-hibernating mammals as well as the ability to reversibly alter platelet 

morphology without activating platelets. These results may lead to new antithrombotic 

strategies and provide new strategies for long term platelet cold storage for transfusion.

adjacent to liver sinusoidal endothelium, the low flow and increased blood viscosity 

during torpor and given the reversibility of the platelet accumulation during arousal, 

the likely underlying mechanism of platelet count reduction constitutes margination 

of platelets to endothelium.

Since the findings in Chapter 2 demonstrated that the platelet dynamics are 

temperature dependent and applicable in non-hibernating mammals, in Chapter 5 we 

further assessed the storage site and mechanism for reversible thrombocytopenia in 

non-hibernating mammals. By (intravital) imaging studies in rat and mouse we revealed 

that margination of platelets to liver sinusoidal endothelium during hypothermia 

represents the underlying mechanism of the reversible thrombocytopenia. Moreover, 

a role of the spleen was excluded in hypothermia induced thrombocytopenia by 

performing splenectomy before and during cooling, which was without effects on 

temperature dependent platelet dynamics. In Chapter 4, platelets stored in liver 

sinusoids during torpor were occasionally observed as spear shaped with elongated 

microtubules, in line with previous findings of cooled squirrel platelets 10, 11. Reddick et 

al. proposed that these spear shapes in ground squirrel platelets may lead to trapping 

in spleen and to the consequent thrombocytopenia 10. Although we demonstrated 

that spleen is not involved in temperature dependent platelet dynamics in hamster 

(Chapter 2), which has recently been confirmed in ground squirrel 12, platelet trapping 

and subsequent retention in liver due to shape change might still occur during torpor. 

Whether this shape change of platelets also occurs during hypothermia in non-

hibernators and may thus be a prerequisite to storage in liver sinusoids was not yet 

studied.

 Therefore, in Chapter 6 the role of cytoskeletal rearrangements in shape changes 

of platelets during hibernation was explored and a comparison was made with 

shape changes of human platelets and of other non-hibernating species during ex 

vivo cooling. We showed that in torpor with low body temperature, the remaining 

circulating hamster platelets are either spear shaped or disc shaped with maintenance 

of tubulin cytoskeleton structure. Contrarily, low temperature ex vivo in platelets of 

mice, rat and human depolymerized tubulin, thus rendering a sphere shape with 

formation of filopodia, mimicking activated platelets. However, activation marker 

expression was neither increased in hibernating nor non-hibernating platelets after 

ex vivo cooling and rewarming. We were able to induce spear-shape in platelets of 

mice, rat and human platelets after rewarming from cooling, which mechanism was 

dependent on tubulin polymerization via the colchicine binding site of tubulin. Thus, 

lowering temperature induces spear shapes only in hibernator platelets, whereas 

rewarming induces spear shapes in non-hibernator platelets. Therefore, the induction 
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FIGURE 1. Temperature association with platelet count reduction is consistent for all 

hibernating mammals studied so far. Platelet count in torpor as percentage of euthermia 

platelet count was calculated from values of studies summarized in Table 1. If a study did not 

report euthermic platelet count, literature data was used. Fitted polynomial quadratic curve 

with constraint 100% at 37°C (black line) with 95% confidence interval (dotted gray line). 

Pearson’s r=0.95, P<0.05.

In contrast to circulating platelet numbers, platelet functionality during hibernation is 

less well studied. Platelet binding to VWF and activation by endogenous agonists, such 

as ADP, thrombin and VWF, are important in the initial steps of primary hemostasis. In 

our hamster studies, platelets from torpid animals were activated by ADP to a lesser 

extent than those from aroused and summer euthermic animals (Chapter 2 and 4). 

Platelets from hibernating squirrels in interbout arousal bind less VWF ex vivo than 

platelets from non-hibernating squirrels in summer 12. Whether torpor also reduces 

platelet activation by VWF and binding to VWF has yet to be studied. A partial or total 

deficiency of VWF or VWF function in humans is known as Von Willebrand Disease 
17, the most common inherited bleeding disorder. The ten-fold reductions in VWF 

during hibernation (Chapter 3 and Table 1) might suggest a similar pro-hemorrhagic 

phenotype. Together these results imply a reduced primary hemostasis with reduced 

platelet function (i.e. activation and adherence) and reduced availability of VWF during 

hibernation. However, a key question remains whether the altered functionality of 

platelets from hibernators originates during the preparation phase (‘late fall’) or 

SUPPRESSION OF HEMOSTASIS IN HIBERNATING HAMSTER 
COMPARED WITH OTHER HIBERNATORS

In this thesis, Syrian hamster was studied as a model organism for hibernation. The 

suppression of hemostasis during hibernation has been demonstrated in several other 

hibernating species, albeit less extensively. In torpid ground squirrel, hemostasis 

suppression is exemplified by reduced thromboelastography 11. Further support for 

hemostasis suppression originates from the lowered impedance aggregometry in 

hibernating bears 7 and prolongation of whole blood clotting time in torpid hedgehog 

and ground squirrels 13-15 as well as in hibernating black bears 16. Thus, suppression of 

hemostasis in hibernation, specifically during torpor, seems a preserved phenotype 

throughout several hibernating species. In general, the suppressed hemostasis 

recovers swiftly towards pre-hibernating level upon arousal (Table 1). Overall 

hemostasis depends on the effects of primary and secondary hemostasis together 

with fibrinolysis. Therefore, suppressing hemostasis in hibernation may require 

adaptations in one or more of these pathways.

Primary hemostasis in hibernators
Suppression of primary hemostasis has been described in several squirrel, hamster 

and bear species and in hedgehog (Table 1). Similar to hamster, these hibernators 

demonstrate reductions in platelet count, von Willebrand factor (VWF) level and 

activity, as well as reduced thrombin elastography, ex vivo platelet aggregation, 

and platelet degranulation. In Chapter 2 we showed platelet count reduction to be 

associated with lowering of the body temperature. In Table 1 we review the literature 

on hibernation and primary hemostasis, including platelet count, and demonstrate in 

Figure 1 that the temperature association with platelet count reduction is consistent 

for all hibernating mammals studied so far (Pearson’s r=0.95, P<0.05). Also forced 

hypothermia in mammals that can enter torpor reduces platelet count (Table 1, 

Chapter 2). 
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level and activity are decreased in torpor in hamster, squirrel and brown bear (Table 

1), which is likely due to decreased VWF production and multimer-to-oligomer ratio 
25. Other factors that influence VWF function, although not yet studied in hibernators, 

are: reduced signal response with lower temperature 26, reduced binding affinity of 

platelet GPIbα to the A1 domain of VWF during lowered shear force 27, and reduced 

kinetics and levels of endothelial VWF release into the bloodstream by Weibel Palade 

Body exocytosis, which is a strongly temperature dependent process 28. Together 

these factors likely contribute to lower VWF level and activity in torpor, in line with the 

reduced circulating plasma level of VWF studied in torpid hamster, squirrel and bear 

(Table 1).  However, also kinetics of VWF proteolysis by the cleaving metalloprotease 

ADAMTS-13 are temperature-dependent, with reduced activity down to 4°C 29, which 

conversely may contribute to increased (multimer) plasma level of VWF. In addition, 

endothelium may also upregulate the expression of adhesion molecules under low 

flow 30, 31, subsequently increasing platelet adherence; whether this also occurs in 

hibernators is unknown. To date, increased adhesion molecule expression (ICAM-

1 and VCAM) during torpor has been shown in lung tissue 8, which reverses during 

arousal, but has not been investigated in liver yet. Further, plasmatic factors might 

contribute to platelet margination as well, for instance by inducing upregulation of 

specific adhesion molecules. Hibernating squirrel plasma has been shown to increase 

ICAM-1 expression in rat cerebral endothelium and subsequently increase monocyte 

margination 32. Whether this upregulation occurs in liver endothelium cells and also 

affects platelet margination is still unknown. 

Taken together, suppression of primary hemostasis in torpor encompasses a number 

of mechanisms common in hibernators, including a reversible thrombocytopenia by 

storage and release of platelets in liver sinusoids and a reduction in VWF level and 

activity. The storage and release of platelets in liver sinusoids is due to margination. 

In torpor, the reduced body temperature increases blood viscosity subsequently 

distributing platelets towards the vessel wall while the reduced blood flow prolongs 

platelet-endothelium contact time, increasing likelihood of adhering. Margination 

may further be stimulated by potential increases in adhesion molecule expression and 

platelet shape change. VWF level and activity reduce in torpor because of decreased 

VWF production, reduced multimer to oligomer ratio and due to lowering of shear 

stress which decreases affinity of platelet receptors to VWF. All these reductions, 

and a reduced platelet activatibility by mechanisms still unknown, likely prevent an 

irreversible adhesion of platelets to endothelium and thus allow the reversibility 

of platelet margination. Oppositely, chances of bleeding should remain low since 

the animals in torpor do not move and thus have neglectable risk of trauma and 

reflects specific adaptations during hibernation. Collectively, our data demonstrate 

hamster to be a good model organism to study hemostasis in hibernation since they 

share common alterations in primary hemostasis of other hibernators.

Mechanisms suppressing primary hemostasis
The suppression of primary hemostasis during torpor is chiefly conferred by a reversible 

thrombocytopenia and suppression of plasma VWF level and activity. In this thesis, 

we identified that the reversible thrombocytopenia in torpor is governed by platelet 

storage in and release from liver sinusoids. The storage of platelets in liver occurs also 

in hibernating ground squirrel 12. The underlying mechanism likely entails margination 

of platelets to the endothelium 18. Margination in turn is largely dependent on the 

expression of adhesion factors on both the platelet and endothelium, and on blood 

flow velocity. The reduction in metabolism, body temperature and subsequent cardiac 

output (~97 % reduction in ground squirrels for example 19) induces a substantial 

reduction of blood flow velocity (20, increasing platelet-endothelium contact time 

and platelet distribution near the vessel wall. Increased expression of endothelial 

adhesion molecules during torpor has been demonstrated in hamster lungs 8, but 

whether this is secondary to low blood flow and occurs in more than one organ is 

unknown. Moreover, several other factors besides blood flow velocity and adhesion 

molecule expression may modulate margination, such as plasmatic and rheological 

factors and platelet morphology 21-24. Increased viscosity may increase margination by 

distributing platelets from the central part of laminar flow towards the vessel wall 21, 

thus increasing platelet-endothelium contact time. Platelets favor margination when 

shaped as spheres rather than discs 21. However, circulating platelets in torpor are 

mainly spear shaped (Chapter 6), with the predominant shape of platelets stored in 

liver sinusoids being spherical or discoid (Chapter 4). However, the role of spear shaped 

platelets remains unclear and needs to be addressed in future studies. On the one 

hand, circulating spear shaped platelets during torpor may have evaded margination, 

and may thus represent ‘patrolling’ platelets allowed to circulate. Alternatively, the 

platelet spear shape induced by low temperature during torpor may promote or 

initiate platelet margination to liver sinusoids, after which platelet shape changes to 

disk or sphere while being stored.

To marginate reversibly to intact endothelium, platelets have to adhere in a non-

permanent fashion. Important factors involved in platelet-endothelium adhesion are 

endothelial VWF and its ligands glycoprotein Ibα (GPIbα) and GPIIb/IIIa on platelets. A 

suppression of this part of hemostasis may contribute to preventing irreversible platelet-

endothelial binding and thrombus formation and allow reversible margination. VWF 
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TABLE 1. Primary hemostasis in hibernation

Measurement Euthermia (EU) Torpor Arousal Species Reference

Whole-blood clotting 
time
(sec)

210 ± 76 (n=18) 315 ± 66 (n=9) * 13-lined 
ground squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

(sec) 81 ± 12 (n=3) 
summer

217 ± 30 (n=10) 
“early denning” 

164 ± 33 
(n=11) “late 
denning”

American black 
bear

Iles et al. 
2017 16

(min) 2.2 ± 0.3 (n=9) 48.0 ± 5.4 (n=24) 
*

11.5 ± 1.5 
(n=12) *,#

Franklin’s 
ground squirrel

Pivorun et al. 
1981 14

(min) 4 [3-7.5] (n=6) 11 [9-14.5] (n=5) 5 [3-7] (n=12) Hedgehog Biorck et al. 
1962 13

Thromboelastography 
(n=7-8)

R(min) 1.6 ± 0.4 16.2 ± 12.3 * 4.7 ± 1.2 *,# 13-lined 
ground squirrel

Cooper et al. 
2012 11

Alfa (°) 58.8 ± 11.3 6.6 ± 6.2 * 17.1 ± 7.4 *,# 13-lined 
ground squirrel

Cooper et al. 
2012 11

Maximum amplitude 
(mm)

47.2 ± 5.2 6.0 ± 6.8 * 17.2 ± 10.4 *,# 13-lined 
ground squirrel

Cooper et al. 
2012 11

G (K d/sec) 4.6 ± 1.0 0.3 ± 0.4 * 1.1 ± 0.8 *,# 13-lined 
ground squirrel

Cooper et al. 
2012 11

Platelet aggregation 
(arbitrary aggregation 
units)

ADP 70.0 ± 26.6 (n=6) 29.2 ± 8 (n=6) * Scandinavian 
brown bear

Arinell et al. 
2011 37

66 ± 23 (n=12) 33 ± 10 (n=12) * Scandinavian 
brown bear

Arinell et al. 
2017 7

Arachidonic acid 73 ± 16 (n=6) 28 ± 9 (n=6) * Scandinavian 
brown bear

Arinell et al. 
2011 37

68 ± 20 (n=12) 33 ± 10 (n=12) * Scandinavian 
brown bear

Arinell et al. 
2017 7

Collagen 68.3 ± 17 (n=6) 30.7 ± 10 (n=6) Scandinavian 
brown bear

Arinell et al. 
2011 37

63 ± 22 (n=12) 30 ± 7 (n=12) * Scandinavian 
brown bear

Arinell et al. 
2017 7

TRAP 18.5 ± 10.0 
(n=11)

9.2 ± 6.9 (n=11) * Scandinavian 
brown bear

Arinell et al. 
2017 7

PAR-4 22.5 ± 7.1 (n=6) 12.7 ± 7.1 (n=6) * Scandinavian 
brown bear

Arinell et al. 
2017 7

Platelet count

x 109/L 445.15 ± 123.4 
(n=19)
36.3°C

47.94 ± 22.26 
(n=17)*
7.9°C
(11% of EU)

13-lined 
ground squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

303.6 ± 10.6 
(n=10)
37°C

45 ± 3.4 (n=37) *
6°C
(15% of EU)

232.4 ± 19.7 
(n=14)  

37°C *,#

(77% of EU)

Franklin’s 
ground squirrel

Pivorun et al. 
1981 14

subsequent bleeding.

 Importantly, the lowering of body temperature constitutes one of the driving 

factors conferring changes in primary hemostasis in hibernation. Similar to torpor, 

low body temperature stages key factors promoting reversible platelet margination, 

such as the reduction in blood flow velocity and inhibiting VWF signal response and 

enzymatic kinetics. Whether all effects on hemostasis in torpor are due to lowering 

body temperature is not yet clear. For example, circulating platelet reduction is far 

greater in torpid hamster compared to hypothermic hamster with the same body 

temperature (Chapter 2). The difference in extent of thrombocytopenia may be 

dependent on ‘cold time’, as torpor lasted several days and hypothermia minutes to 

hours. However, an additional effect specific for torpor, such as the preparation phase 

to hibernation, cannot be excluded.

Why platelets sequester specifically in the liver is still unresolved. Possibly, liver 

sinusoidal endothelium reacts differently to low temperatures and flow than 

endothelium in other vascular beds, e.g. by abundant expression of adhesion factors. 

Alternatively, liver sinusoid platelet sequestering may be flow related, as euthermic 

flow rate in liver is already low but the perfusion of the liver is maintained during 

periods of reduced body temperature 20, albeit at even lower flow rates 33, 34. This 

may generate ideal docking conditions for platelets, as explained above. Yet another 

reason for platelet storage in liver may be the presence of a set of specific receptors 

in liver sinusoids, able to attach platelets under cold and low flow circumstances. For 

example, desialylation of platelet glycoproteins by cold or ageing induces irreversible 

platelet clearance in liver sinusoids in non-hibernators via hepatic Ashwell-Morell 

receptors and Kupffer cell αMβ2 integrins 35, inducing irreversible phagocytosis of 

platelets. Perhaps these receptors attach marginating platelets in torpor without 

inducing phagocytosis, and hence increase platelet half-life. Given that ex vivo cooled 

hibernator ground squirrel platelets can be transfused without irreversible clearance 
11, as opposed to for instance human platelets, exploration of the sialylation state 

of hibernators’ platelet glycoproteins following cold exposure is warranted, as is 

exploration of the expression of the associated liver sinusoid receptors during the 

hibernation cycle. Depending on the mechanism of sequestering, the reversibility 

of adhesion upon arousal and rewarming of the animal may depend on specific, yet 

unexplored, mechanisms. Irrespectively, the large increase in cardiac output and blood 

flow upon arousal, will anyhow stimulate detachment of platelets from endothelium 

and govern their reappearance in the circulating pool 36.
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TABLE 1 CONTINUED. 

Measurement Euthermia (EU) Torpor Arousal Species Reference

VWF (von Willebrand 
Factor)
% relative to human 
plasma

24.9 ± 3.7 
(n=10)

2.4 ± 0.01 (n=10) 
*
(10% of EU)

13-lined 
ground squirrel

Cooper et al. 
2016 25

9.5 ± 1.0 (n=10) 0.7 ± 0.3 (n=4) *
(7% of EU)

0.8 ± 1.1 
(n=4) *

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

IU/mL 1.72 ± 0.18 
(n=10)

1.30 ± 0.24 
(n=11) *
(76% of EU)

Scandinavian 
brown bear

Welinder et al. 
2016 42

VWF:collagen binding 
activity (% relative to 
human plasma)

4.0 ± 0.4 (n=7) 1.4 ± 0.6 (n=4) 1.0 ± 1.3 
(n=4) *

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Platelet count 
 x 109/L

166 ± 36 (n=5)
37 ± 0.9°C

78 ± 25 (n=5) *
8.7 ± 2.2°C
(47% of EU)

149 (n=5)
37 ± 0.1°C
(88% of EU)

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
2014 39

1036 ± 165 
(n=9) 
37.2  ± 0.7°C

777 ± 122 (n=6) * 
20.1 ± 0.3°C
(72% of EU)

817 ± 117 
(n=3)
37.5  ± 0.8°C
(88% of EU)

C57Bl/6 mouse De Vrij et al. 
2014 39

800 (n=7)
37°C

600 (n=7) *
28°C
(75% of EU)

C57Bl/6 mouse Straub et al. 
2011 44

Data are represented as mean ± SD, or in one study as mean ± SE 14 and with corresponding 

body temperature. Two studies only provided a range with or without an average 13, 45. For some 

parameters, only an average could be retrieved without range, SD or SE, or only individual 

data was given and a mean and SD had to be calculated. Sample sizes are given when this was 

retrievable per parameter. Some parameters are also represented as percentage of euthermia 

(% of EU) for use in Figure 1 and 2.

* P < 0.05 from (summer) euthermic values
# P < 0.05 from hibernating/torpid values

Secondary hemostasis and fibrinolysis in hibernators
Secondary hemostasis is likely reduced in torpor as well, as indicated by an increased 

whole blood clotting time (Table 1), which assesses both primary and secondary 

hemostasis. Hitherto no comprehensive overview of coagulative changes in hibernators 

has been published, therefore the most important parameters in secondary hemostasis 

and fibrinolysis throughout torpor and arousal are listed in Table 2 and compared 

in this section. Hibernating squirrel and bear species, hedgehog` hamster and even 

turtle all demonstrate suppression of secondary hemostasis (Table 2). In general, 

hibernating animals in torpor reduce the level of coagulation factors VIII, IX and XI 

(Table 2 and Chapter 3), resembling human bleeding diseases called Hemophilia A, 

B and C respectively 46, 47. Some animals also reduce factor V and fibrinogen (Table 2 

and Chapter 3). Together, the overall effect results in suppression of the coagulation 

cascade in torpor, as we exemplified in hamsters by reduced thrombin generation and 

TABLE 1 CONTINUED. 

Measurement Euthermia (EU) Torpor Arousal Species Reference

375.33 ± 40.79 
(n=6)
37°C

114.17 ± 36.01 
(n=6) *
9°C 
(30% of EU)

217.00 ± 
35.88 (n=6) 
*,#

37°C

Daurian ground 
squirrel

Hu et al. 2017 
38

198 ± 59  (n=7)
35°C

8 (8°C) *
(4% of EU)

187 (35°C) #

(94% of EU)  
Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 

2014 39

797 ± 124 (n=6)
35°C

381 ± 239 (n=9) *
25°C
48%

739 ± 253 
(n=5) #

35°C
93%

Djungarian 
hamster

De Vrij et al. 
2014 39

293 ± 81 (n=4)
36°C

44 ± 30.87 
(n=5) *
8°C 
(15% of EU)

194 ± 54 
(n=5) *,#

35°C 
(66% of EU)

European 
ground squirrel

Bouma et al. 
2010 40

23.3 ± 1.3(n=14) 
*
9.8 ± 2.1°C
(6% of EU)

410.9 ± 59.2 
(n=14)
36.4 ± 0.8°C
(100% of EU)

13-lined 
ground squirrel

Cooper et al. 
2012 11

394 ± 157 (n=8) 55 ± 30 (n=8) *
6°C
(14% of EU)

13-lined 
ground squirrel

Reddick et al. 
1973 10

207 ± 24 (n=6) Scandinavian 
brown bear

Fröbert et al. 
2010 41

262 ± 61 (n=13) 
39.8 ± 0.8°C

174 ± 51 (n=13) * 
33.4 ± 1.1°C
(66% of EU)

262 ± 61 0.69
(100% of EU)

Scandinavian 
brown bear

Arinell et al. 
2017 7

229 ± 39 (n=6) 146 ± 47 (n=6) 
* (during 
hibernation) 
64%

Scandinavian 
brown bear

Arinell et al. 
2011 37

228 ± 36 (n=7) 
(summer) 37°C

149 ± 43 (n=7) *
(winter) 32°C 
(71% of EU)

Scandinavian 
brown bear

Welinder et al. 
2016 42

791  ± 242 
(n=19) 
37°C

511 ± 232 (n=12) 
*
25.3 ± 3.7 °C
(64.6% of EU)

879 ± 209 
(n=13)
(111.1% of 
EU)

Daily torpor 
C57Bl/6 Mouse

De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

102/mm3 Mean ± SE 5.60 ± 0.61 
(n=9)

6.02 ± 1.14 
(n=6) (spring 
arousal)

Common 
yellow bat

Rashid et al. 
2016 43

102/mm3 Mean ± SE 7.54 ± 1.001 
(n=7)

7.38 ± 1.15 
(n=9)
 (spring 
arousal)

Common 
pipistrelle bat

Rashid et al. 
2016 43

P-selectin expressing 
platelets (%)

8 ± 7 (n=2) 0 (n=2) 7 ± 6 (n=2) Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
2014 39

3 ± 1 (n=11) 11 ± 7 (n=2) 10 ± 3 (n=4) Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished 

% platelets activated 
by 10uM ADP

16 ± 14 (n=2) 16 ± 6 (n=2) 29 ± 6 (n=2) Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
2014 39

22 ± 8 (n=10) 16 ± 2 (n=2) 47 ± 11 (n=4) 
*,#

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished
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TABLE 2 CONTINUED. 
Measurement Euthermia (EU) Torpor Arousal Species Reference

25.0 ± 1.0 
(n=16)
6°C

51.0 ± 2.4 (n=13) 
*
6°C

30.1 ± 1.4 
(n=8)  #

37°C

Franklin’s 
ground squirrel

Pivorun et al. 
1981 14

29.8 ± 0.27 
(n=6)

Golden hamster Deveci et al. 
2001

17.6 ± 0.8 (n=2) 29.7 ± 7.9 (n=8) * 
“early denning” 

24.5 ± 2.1 
(n=11) * “late 
denning”

American black 
bear

Iles et al. 
2017 16

30.2 ± 6.6 
(n=10)
36.3 ± 0.9°C

102.4 ± 26.5 
(n=3) 
8.8 ± 0.7 °C

26.1 ± 3.6 
(n=4) #

36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Thrombin 
generation  
(peak nM)

74 ± 17 (n=3)
36.3 ± 0.9°C

6 ± 14(n=7) *
8.8 ± 0.7 °C

45.6 ± 43 
(n=5)
36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Prothrombin
U/mL

443 ± 132 
(n=10) 36.3°C

698 ± 143 (n=12) 
*
7.9°C
(158% of EU)

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

IU/mL 1.10 ± 0.19 
(n=17)

1.29 ± 0.31 
(n=15) *
(117% of EU)

Scandinavian 
brown bear

Welinder et al. 
2016 42

sec 11.5 ± 0.3 (n=9)
37°C

11.9 ± 0.3 (n=6) 
6°C
(90% of EU)

10.5 ± 0.3 
(n=8) *,# 
37°C
(208% of EU)

Franklin’s 
ground squirrel

Pivorun et al. 
1981 14

U/mL 20 [18-21]
n=4

55 [46-70]
(275% of EU)
n=4

90 [60-120]
n=4

Hedgehog Biorck et al. 
1962 13

% relative to human 
plasma

71.6 ± 6.9
36.3 ± 0.9°C

82.8 ± 14.0
(116% of EU)
8.8 ± 0.7 °C

132.1 ± 10.9 *
36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Residual 
prothrombin in 
serum
U/mL

27 ± 38 (n=15) 
36.3°C

449 ± 157 (n=9)*
7.9°C

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

Factor II, VII, X 
(combined assay) 
sec

12.8 ± 0.4 (n=3)
37°C

14.3 ± 0.6 (n=4) 
6°C
(90% of EU)

Franklin’s 
ground squirrel

Pivorun et al. 
1981 14

Factor V 639 ± 212% 
(n=8) 36.3°C

570 ± 143% (n=6)
7.9°C
(89% of EU)

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

sec 16.2 ± 0.3 (n=3) 
37°C

20.1 ± 0.3 (n=4) *
6°C
(55% of EU)

17.8 ± 0.4 
(n=5) *,# 37°C 
(76%)

Franklin’s 
ground squirrel

Pivorun et al. 
1981 14

%  450 [250-500]
(n=5)

542 [300-1000]
(n=15)
(120% of EU)

354 [250-450]
(n=10)

Hedgehog Biorck et al. 
1962 13

325 ± 143
36.3 ± 0.9°C

66 ± 15 *
8.8 ± 0.7 °C
(20% of EU)

235 ± 85
36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

prolonged PT and APTT (Chapter 3). While reduction of pro-coagulant factors may be 

paramount, anticoagulant factors (protein S, protein C and antithrombin) likely need 

to be maintained in hibernation, as their deficiency in humans is a major risk factor 

for thrombosis 48. Correspondingly, protein C and antithrombin levels are not reduced 

in torpid hamster (Chapter 3). In hibernating bears, however, antithrombin as well as 

plasminogen levels are reduced (Table 2). This potential reduction in anticoagulation 

and fibrinolysis in bear is however compensated by the decrease in plasmin inhibitor, 

maintained levels of other protease inhibitors and increased level of the nonspecific 

protease inhibitor α2-macroglobulin, which may collectively maintain anticoagulation 

and fibrinolysis 42, 49.  Together, these data demonstrate that the prolonged clotting 

time in torpor is indeed due to suppression of both primary and secondary hemostasis, 

with generally intact fibrinolysis as demonstrated in Figure 2, depicting a summary of 

all hibernating studies on hemostasis to date from the review of Table 1 and 2.

TABLE 2. Secondary hemostasis in hibernation

Measurement Euthermia (EU) Torpor Arousal Species Reference

Thrombin time 
(sec)

13.2 ± 0.7 (n=7)
37°C

15.8 ± 0.7 (n=8) *
6°C

14.7 ± 1.3 
(n=5) 
37°C

Franklin’s 
ground squirrel

Pivorun et al. 
1981 14

PT 
(sec)

9.8 ± 1.6 (n=10)
36.3°C

10.6 ± 1.5 (n=6)
7.9°C

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

8.1 ± 0.3 (n=10)
37°C

8.3 ± 0.2 (n=13) 
6°C

14.0 ± 2.1 
(n=5) *,#

37°C

Franklin’s 
ground squirrel

Pivorun et al. 
1981 14

Summer: 42.6 
(n=15)

Winter: 60.5 
(n=9)

Spring: 51.2 
(n=10)

European 
Hedgehog

De Wit et al. 
1985 50

8.75 ± 0.5 (n=6) Golden hamster Deveci et al. 
2001 51

41-48 (n=16)
(summer 
months)

38-62 (n=16)
(winter months)

Red-eared slider 
(turtle);
Painted turtle

Barone et al. 
1975 45

8.6 ± 0.3 (n=2) 7.6 ± 1.5 (n=9) 
“early denning”

8.1 ± 2.2 
(n=11)  
“late denning”

American black 
bear

Iles et al. 
2017 16

22 [18.3-26.9]
(n=12)

23 [16-43]
(n=16)

22 [19.4-28]
(n=7)

Hedgehog Biorck et al. 
1962 13

10.1 ± 0.3 (n=5)
36.6 ± 0.9°C

13.0 ± 1.6 (n=5) *
20.5 ± 0.5°C

11.1 ± 0.4 
(n=5) #

35.5 ± 1.1°C

C57Bl/6 
pharmacological 
torpor

De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

10.2 ± 0.9 
(n=10)
36.3 ± 0.9°C

18.8 ± 8.4 (n=3)
8.8 ± 0.7 °C

8.6 ± 0.6 
(n=4) #

36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

APTT 
(sec)

45.5 ± 8.7 
(n=13)
36.3°C

109.3 ± 42 (n=13) 
*
7.9°C

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15
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TABLE 2 CONTINUED. 
Measurement Euthermia (EU) Torpor Arousal Species Reference

g/L 2.09 ± 0.94 
(n=16)

2.26 ± 0.46 
(n=14)
(108% of EU)

Scandinavian 
brown bear

Welinder et al. 
2016 42

% 0.54 [0.32-0.90]
(n=3)

0.5 [0.07-1.04]
(n=7)
(93% of EU)

0.29 [0.06-
0.42]
(n=7)

Hedgehog Biorck et al. 
1962 13

2.0 ± 0.4
36.3 ± 0.9°C

0.9 ± 0.4
8.8 ± 0.7 °C
(47% of EU)

2.6 ± 1.3 #

36.7 ± 1.1°C
Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 

unpublished

Plasminogen 
(%)

7.5 ± 2.3 (n=10) 12.6 ± 3.8 (n=5)
(168% of EU)

18.7 ± 3.8 
(n=5) *

De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Plasmin inhibitor
% relative to human 
plasma

93.5 ± 4.5
36.3 ± 0.9°C

83.6 ± 17.0
8.8 ± 0.7 °C
(89% of EU)

101.5 ± 22
36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Protein C
IU/mL

0.44 ± 0.08 
(n=17)

0.33 ± 0.08 
(n=14) *
(75% of EU)

Scandinavian 
brown bear

Welinder et al. 
2016 42

30.0 ± 3.6
36.3 ± 0.9°C

18.4 ± 2.8
8.8 ± 0.7 °C
(61% of EU)

33.7 ± 4.2 #

36.7 ± 1.1°C
Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 

unpublished

Antithrombin
IU/mL

0.98 ± 0.09 
(n=17)

0.47 ± 0.04 
(n=14) *
(48% of EU) 

Scandinavian 
brown bear

Welinder et al. 
2016 42

104.1 ±  6.6
36.3 ± 0.9°C

90.0 ± 11.0
8.8 ± 0.7 °C
(87% of EU)

108.7 ± 7.5
36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Heparin (sec) 36.6 ± 0.3 (n=9) 
37°C

37.7 ± 0.4 (n=7) 
6°C
 (103% of EU)

Franklin’s 
ground squirrel

Pivorun et al. 
1981 14

D-dimer 152 (n=8) “early 
denning”

124 (n=8) “late 
denning”

American black 
bear

Iles et al. 
2017 16

33.5 ± 0.1
36.3 ± 0.9°C

59.0 ± 8.5
8.8 ± 0.7 °C

9.9 ± 16.9
36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Data are represented as mean ± SD, or in one study as mean ± SE 14 and with corresponding 

body temperature. Two studies only provided a range with or without an average 13, 45. For some 

parameters, only an average could be retrieved without range, SD or SE, or only individual 

data was given and a mean and SD had to be calculated. Sample sizes are given when this was 

retrievable per parameter. Some parameters are also represented as percentage of euthermia 

(% of EU) for use in Figure 1 and 2.

* P < 0.05 from (summer) euthermic values
# P < 0.05 from hibernating/torpid values

TABLE 2 CONTINUED. 
Measurement Euthermia (EU) Torpor Arousal Species Reference

Factor VII 369 ± 138% 
(n=8) 36.3°C

536% (n=2)
7.9°C
(145% of EU)

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

1.01 ± 0.6 
(n=15)

0.57 ± 0.14 
(n=15) *
(56% of EU)

Scandinavian 
brown bear

Welinder et al. 
2016 42

649 ± 98
36.3 ± 0.9°C

605 ± 140
8.8 ± 0.7 °C
(93% of EU)

866 ± 72
36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Factor VIII 165 ± 73% (n=5) 
36.3°C

35 ± 11% (n=6) *
7.9°C
(=21% of EU)

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

% relative to human 
plasma

232 ± 2.0 (n=6) 68 ± 0.1 (n=6) 
(=29% of EU)

230% (n=6) 13-lined ground 
squirrel

Cooper et al. 
2016 25

IU/mL 2.92 ± 1.03 0.86 ± 0.35 *
(29% of EU)

Scandinavian 
brown bear

Welinder et al. 
2016 42

% relative to human 
plasma

124 ± 18
36.3 ± 0.9°C

13.5 ± 6.0 *
8.8 ± 0.7 °C
(=11% of EU)

64.5 ± 45.8
36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Factor IX
% relative to human 
plasma

378 ± 157 
(n=11)
36.3°C

188 ± 65 (n=6)*
7.9°C
(50% of EU)

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

425 ± 20 (n=6) 140 ± 4.0 (n=6)
(33% of EU)

380% 
(spring 
arousal)

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Cooper et al. 
2016 25

50.4 ± 6.4
36.3 ± 0.9°C

16.9 ± 5.1
8.8 ± 0.7 °C 
(34% of EU)

75.6 ± 11.8 #

36.7 ± 1.1°C
Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 

unpublished

Factor X 867 ± 126% 
(n=8) 36.3°C

805 ± 269%  
(n=6)
7.9°C
(93% of EU)

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

sec 18.9 ± 0.4 (n=6) 
37°C

18.7 ± 0.7 (n=6)
6°C
(96% of EU)

19.4 ± 0.3 
(n=5) 
37°C
(102% of EU)

Franklin’s 
ground squirrel

Pivorun et al. 
1981 14

% relative to human 
plasma

182 ± 29
36.3 ± 0.9°C

239 ± 55
8.8 ± 0.7 °C
(131% of EU)

252 ± 23
36.7 ± 1.1°C

Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 
unpublished

Factor XI 
%

111 (n=1)
36.3°C

72 (n=2)
7.9°C
(65% of EU)

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

104.4 ± 22.5
36.3 ± 0.9°C

35.0 ± 14.2 *
8.8 ± 0.7 °C
(33% of EU)

95.6 ± 32.1 #

36.7 ± 1.1°C
Syrian hamster De Vrij et al. 

unpublished

Factor XII 291 ± 71%  
(n=9) 36.3°C

222 ± 70%  (n=6)
7.9°C
(76% of EU)

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15

Fibrinogen
(mg%)

189 ± 49  (n=10) 
36.3°C

145 ± 34  (n=5)
7.9°C
(77% of EU)

13-lined ground 
squirrel

Lechler et al. 
1963 15
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SUPPRESSION OF HEMOSTASIS IN HYPOTHERMIA IN NON-
HIBERNATORS

Non-hibernating animals (rat and mouse) subjected to hypothermia demonstrated 

the same principle of temperature and cold-time dependent platelet count reduction 

as hypothermia and torpor in hamster (Chapters 2 and 5). Here we discuss whether 

this hypothermia induced, reversible thrombocytopenia is present in other non-

hibernating species and which other hemostatic alterations occur due to hypothermia.

General hemostasis in hypothermia
The effect of hypothermia on hemostasis has mostly been assessed ex vivo. Ex vivo 

hypothermia from 35°C downwards prolongs clot initiation and total clotting time, 

and decreases clot propagation speed, but does not alter maximum clot firmness as 

measured in human blood by thromboelastography in both adults and neonates 52-

54. Effects of hypothermia in vivo are less clear. For instance, hypothermia in cardiac 

arrest patients undergoing targeted temperature management to 33°C did not 

change thromboelastography measurements (clotting time, maximum velocity, time 

to maximum velocity and clot firmness) compared to normothermic patients in one 

study 55, whereas 32°C hypothermia resulted in prolonged clot initiation time and 

reduced clotting speed in another recent study 56. Hence, hypothermia in vivo in non-

hibernating mammals may induce suppression of general hemostasis but requires 

further investigation. Since thromboelastography assesses whole blood rather 

than platelets or plasma alone, the effects of hypothermia on clot formation may 

reflect both primary and secondary hemostasis. To better understand the effects of 

hypothermia on hemostasis, we need to differentiate between effects of temperature 

in vivo and ex vivo on different components of the hemostatic system, specifically 

exploring determinants of primary hemostasis, secondary hemostasis and fibrinolysis.

Primary hemostasis in hypothermia
Of the factors involved in primary hemostasis, platelets seem the most affected by 

temperature effects. Thrombocytopenia during in vivo hypothermia has been observed 

in human, dog, hamster, rat and mouse and is generally reversible by rewarming 39, 

57-62. In humans, deep in vivo hypothermia (22 °C) of the forearm induces an anti-

thrombotic response with increased bleeding time, because of reduced platelet 

activation and aggregation, and decreased platelet thromboxane A2 generation, 

which all reverted to normal after rewarming 63, 64. This selective limb cooling may 

reflect the effects of temperature on primary hemostasis in patients suffering whole 

body hypothermia.  Thrombocytopenia is reported in patients suffering accidental 

FIGURE 2. Regulation of components of primary hemostasis, secondary hemostasis and 

fibrinolysis tilts towards inhibition of hemostasis during torpor. A) Whole blood clotting time 

and APTT prolong during torpor in several studied species reviewed in Table 1 and 2, whereas PT 

is not consistently prolonged. In arousal APTT is recovered to euthermic level. B) All factor levels 

as percentage of euthermia level were calculated from studies summarized in Table 1 and 2. If 

a study did not report euthermic level, literature data was used. Data is represented as mean 

and standard deviation, with each triangle representing the data from each individual study.
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were found in 32°C hypothermic rabbits along with increased plasminogen level and 

reduced α-2-antiplasmin level  80. Thus, hypothermia suppresses secondary hemostasis 

and fibrinolysis, but due to fragmented data the specific changes in determinants of 

either secondary hemostasis or fibrinolysis and its underlying mechanism remain 

unclear.

Does low temperature activate coagulation factors and platelets?
Data from patients with accidental hypothermia have been used to advocate that 

hypothermia or cooling activates the hemostatic system. Coagulopathy upon accidental 

hypothermia is described during admission to the emergency room, as demonstrated 

by patients displaying a prolonged PT and APTT 65, 81. It is generally believed that this 

coagulopathy is due to reduced kinetics and increased usage of coagulation factors 

and platelets, which is most strikingly seen in hypothermic cases with disseminated 

intravascular coagulation (DIC) 65, 82. However, these observations do not demonstrate 

that hypothermia activates the hemostatic system. DIC is not observed in all cases 

of hypothermia and may be induced during rewarming rather than during cooling 
83. Possibly, cases of hypothermia induced coagulopathy are precipitated by the 

concomitant acidosis, the lowering in blood pH, known to induce coagulopathy by a 

different mechanism than hypothermia 84. Thus, hypothermia itself causing directly a 

usage or activation of coagulation factors has yet to be demonstrated. 

Data on platelet activation due to hypothermia are mainly based on findings of ex vivo 

cooled platelets, for instance inducing shape changes that mimic activated platelets 
85, 86, which may already occur at 20°C 87. Additionally, platelet aggregation may be 

enhanced after in vivo or ex vivo cooling 44, 70-72, in line with the hypothesis of ‘priming’ 

platelets in colder extremities to prepare for potential injury. However, cooling for 

several days seems not to activate platelets but rather retain platelet characteristics 

in vitro better than storage at 22°C 70, 88, 89, one may consider these cold stored 

platelets as ‘primed’, unfortunately transfusing cold stored platelets causes their rapid 

irreversible clearance by phagocytosis in the liver 74-76. Whether cooling and room 

temperature storage lead to platelet activation remains a controversy, since for both 

storage conditions there is evidence that platelets do get activated, be it by P-selectin 

expression or by excretion of alpha-granule contents 90. Besides data on platelet 

activation, cooling at 4°C may also activate plasmatic factors, as e.g. demonstrated by 

the increase in activated factor VII 91. Therefore, it remains unclear whether (in vivo 

and/or ex vivo) hypothermia activates platelets and coagulation factors. 

hypothermia 58-60, 65, 66 or in adults and neonates treated with therapeutic hypothermia 
67, 68. Platelet dysfunction and count reduction may already occur from 35°C 

downwards 69. Whereas these studies implicate that hypothermia suppresses primary 

hemostasis both in vitro and in vivo, other studies show enhanced activation and 

aggregation of human and mouse platelets during mild and moderate hypothermia 44, 

70-72. Enhanced activation of platelets by cooling has led to the hypothesis of platelet 

‘priming’. Platelet priming is believed to be an evolutionary process during which 

platelets acquired thermosensitive capacity, initiating their priming toward enhanced 

activation in colder extremities, i.e. at locations more prone to injury 73. Moreover, 

primed platelets may be more subjected to clearance from the circulation by liver 

macrophages and hepatocytes to prevent unwanted activation and thrombosis 73. 

Such rapid clearance of hypothermia primed platelets corresponds with the rapid 

clearance of cold stored platelets after transfusion 74-76. Contrarily, deep hypothermia 

(20°C) in dogs actually prolonged platelet lifespan from 4.2 to 4.9 days 62. Very little 

is known about hypothermia effects on the other players in primary hemostasis, 

including VWF. One study implies an increase in plasma VWF in hypothermic pediatric 

patients undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass surgery 77. Additionally, this rise in 

plasma VWF was linked to the depth of hypothermia and not the duration of surgery. 

Taken together, by assessing the current literature it seems there are controversies on 

the consequences of hypothermia on primary hemostasis, specifically on the effects 

of in vivo cooling. Differences are likely due to the difference in analyzed species (e.g. 

humans versus rodents), as well as pre-analytical and analytical variation between 

studies 70, such as rate and duration of cooling or rewarming, extremity cooling versus 

whole body cooling, presence or absence of anesthesia, time between sampling and 

measurement and/or sample temperature during measurement. Therefore, by large, 

that temperature can affect factors involved in primary hemostasis is clear but it 

remains incompletely understood exactly how and under which circumstances it can 

inhibit versus promote. 

Secondary hemostasis and fibrinolysis in hypothermia
The effects of hypothermia on secondary hemostasis and fibrinolysis are even less 

well understood. Hypothermia (<33°C) reduces the kinetics of clotting enzymes and 

plasminogen activator inhibitors, overall leading to prolonged PT and APTT and a mild 

bleeding diathesis 78. Nevertheless, despite the inhibitory effects on the hemostatic 

system, the use of mild or moderate therapeutic hypothermia (down to 32°C) does 

not increase the risk of hemorrhage in patients irrespective of the indications of 

therapeutic hypothermia 68. In pigs, 33°C hypothermia exerted an anticoagulant effect 

by increasing antithrombin III and protein C 79, whereas reductions of these enzymes 
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Factors determining margination
It should be assessed which factor is crucial in the margination of platelets to liver 

sinusoidal endothelium. Hereto, the hypothermia model can be used to systematically 

analyze the effect of platelet and endothelial adhesion molecules (e.g. GPIba, GPIIbIIIa, 

VWF, and P-selectin) and of platelet activation (e.g. via cyclooxygenase, ADP-receptors, 

and protease activated receptors). One study demonstrated that during hypothermia 

of 28°C in mice, administration of soluble CD39 (NTPDase1, the main ADP metabolizing 

enzyme) reversed thrombocytopenia 44. Thus, slight platelet activation, potentially via 

ADP, may be needed for platelet margination under cold conditions. This would match 

our data in 5’-AMP injected mice which demonstrated a drop in body temperature but 

no change in platelet count (Chapter 2), potentially due to 5’AMP being metabolized 

to adenosine by CD39 and CD73, thereby inhibiting platelet activation. The plasma of 

hypothermic animals may be used to determine ex vivo whether a plasmatic factor, 

such as cytokines or interleukins, increases platelet-endothelial adhesion under 

conditions of low flow and/or low temperature. Preliminary data from our group 

demonstrates that GPIIb/IIIa (i.e. integrin αIIbβ3) may be involved in the reversible 

platelet-endothelial adhesion, since blockade of GPIIb/IIIa by Tirofiban precluded 

the temperature and flow dependent adhesion of platelets to human umbilical vein 

endothelial cells. Future studies should determine the role of platelet and endothelial 

adhesion molecules in margination in torpor and hypothermia and specify the main 

required ligand, for instance VWF, fibrinogen or fibronectin. Once the crucial factor in 

platelet margination has been found, blocking of platelet margination by inhibiting this 

factor should be investigated in hibernators to substantiate that thrombocytopenia 

during torpor prevents initiation of thrombosis. Additionally, hibernating hamsters 

can be infused with recombinant coagulation factors to compensate for the relative 

decrease in factor VIII, IX and XI in torpor to study whether reduced clotting factors are 

essential to preclude thrombosis in torpor.

We pointed out that despite a same low body temperature, torpid hamster reduced 

platelet count more than hypothermic hamster (Chapter 2). The platelet count 

reduction is temperature dependent, but the extent of this reduction is likely cold-

time dependent as torpor lasts several days whereas our hypothermia experiment 

minutes to hours. This time dependency can be studied by measuring platelet count 

in hypothermia over a longer time period. In Chapter 5 we corroborate this time-

dependency since cooling of rat for 1 hour at 15°C decreased platelet count by 42%, 

whereas cooling for 3 hours at 15°C reduced platelet count by 52%. Although the 

Mechanisms suppressing secondary hemostasis
The mechanism of secondary hemostasis suppression during torpor is still unknown. 

Several hypotheses coexist, which may each be true for different coagulation factors. 

The mechanisms may comprise 1) increased breakdown, 2) reduced synthesis, 3) 

reversible inhibition of functionality, and/or 4) reversible storage of factors.

Plasma levels of coagulation factor are governed by their synthesis and elimination. 

Increased breakdown during torpor may occur for some coagulation factors. During 

torpor in squirrel, liver mRNA of factor VIII increases, whereas factor VIII level and 

activity in plasma decrease, because of loss of factor VIII stability due to decreased 

level of VWF, normally protecting it from degradation 25. By increasing VWF plasma level 

during arousal, factor VIII stability and plasma level will likely recover concurrently. 

 Synthesis of coagulation factors may decrease, for instance liver mRNA of factor 

IX decreases threefold in torpid squirrel 25. The mRNA levels have not been studied 

in arousal however, likely these levels will increase to recover plasma levels of for 

instance factor IX. The effect of hibernation on vitamin K dependent factors (II, VII, IX) 

is different per factor (Table 1), for example factor VII hardly changes in torpor whereas 

factor IX is one of the most suppressed factors, demonstrating that production of 

vitamin K dependent coagulation factors is not uniformly altered in torpor. 

 Generally all enzymatic processes are affected by temperature lowering, which may 

also account for changes in hemostasis. For example, enzymatic activities of  thrombin 

and Xa generation are temperature dependent and reduced from 33°C downwards 92. 

Activity of coagulation factors is temperature dependent as well, as demonstrated by 

increasingly longer PT and APTT measurements when temperature falls below 35°C 
92, 93. The inhibiting effect of temperature on the kinetics of the coagulation cascade 

reverts when temperature is increased.

 Endocytosis of coagulation factors has been demonstrated for fibrinogen, factor V, 

VII, VIII, X, and VWF 94-101. Although the endocytosis occurs in different cell types, it may 

still contribute to suppressing secondary hemostasis. Exocytosis has been documented 

less, but has been shown for fibrinogen and factor V from megakaryocytes 101 and factor 

VIII and VWF from endothelial cells 102. The trafficking of coagulation factors involves 

various cell types, including platelets, megakaryocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells 

and endothelial cells. The role of temperature in endocytosis and exocytosis has not 

been studied well. However, it has been shown that Weibel Palade body exocytosis is 

temperature dependent 28. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that endocytosis 

of factor VIII-VWF complex by macrophages is promoted by shear stress 94. This 

mechanism is however less likely to contribute to reducing factor VIII and VWF during 

torpor and hypothermia, since blood flow and shear stress are reduced in this phase.
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22-24°C stored platelets. This strategy might then be utilized to transfuse cold stored 

platelets to patients who, or whose liver, can briefly be subjected to therapeutic 

hypothermia, e.g. peroperatively or in the intensive care unit. Thus if the patient or its 

liver can be cooled, it may also receive cooled platelets.

Liver cooling and transplantation
The induction of platelet margination to liver sinusoidal endothelium might not be 

dependent on total body cooling but instead rely more on cooling of only liver. This 

would suggest that temperature effects on liver and its sinusoidal endothelium are 

crucial, rather than temperature effects on non-liver components, such as heart 

rate, blood flow and - importantly - platelets. To discern between the systemic 

effects of cooling versus effects due to local liver cooling two different approaches 

may be used. Firstly, in a systemically cooled animal heart rate and blood flow may 

be pharmacologically increased or via cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB), although the 

latter may require use of anticoagulants to prevent platelet activation. Secondly, 

liver may be cooled locally without increasing core body temperature, for instance 

by surgical exposure and insulation of the liver. Subsequently, platelet retention 

in hypothermic liver may be used in transplantation. Cooling of the donor prior to 

harvesting the liver, or slowly perfusing the liver with cooled donor or recipient blood, 

would induce a much higher amount of functional donor platelets in the graft, due 

to platelet retention in sinusoids via margination, which may subsequently boost 

or sustain their documented liver regenerating effect in the recipient following 

transplantation 105. Thus, investigating the effects of hypothermia on platelets 

and the liver may therefore yield several clinical benefits, including the use of cold 

stored platelets in patients whose liver can be cooled and improving regeneration 

of donated livers by increasing retained platelet content in the donated liver. 

Auxilliary platelet functions
We studied hibernator platelet activation, degranulation and shape change (Chapter 

2, 4 and 6). Future studies should determine if other aspects of platelets also remain 

functional, such as aggregation and adhesion to surfaces and how this contributes to 

primary hemostasis. Furthermore, platelets are involved in more than hemostasis, 

amongst others in wound healing, microbial defense and cancer metastasis. Some 

of these auxiliary functions of platelets should be assessed throughout hibernation. 

Especially platelet function in immunology may be relevant to hibernating mammals 

such as bats in North America affected by White Nose Syndrome (WNS). WNS is a 

fungal infection by the European fungus Pseudogymnoascus destructans which grows 

well at low temperatures and induces more frequent arousals in hibernating bats, 

effect of time on extent of the temperature dependent thrombocytopenia is small, it 

seems to be a contributing factor. An additional effect, albeit it small, of preparation 

to hibernation on the extent of thrombocytopenia during periods of low body 

temperature can be ruled out by comparing effects of forced hypothermia in summer 

hamsters and hamsters that are fully prepared for hibernation after a fattening period 

with shortened light:dark cycle and lowered ambient temperature. If the hibernation-

prepared hamsters reach a lower platelet count than summer hamsters, likely 

hibernation preparatory processes increase the animals susceptibility to hemostatic 

suppression, which may depend on (epi)genetic regulation, transcriptional changes or 

protein modification (e.g. glycosylation).

Improving platelet storage for transfusion
Storage lesions and bacterial contamination are still the main reasons for the 5-7 

days storage limit for platelet concentrates stored at 22-24°C and the yearly losses 

due to outdated, dysfunctional and discarded units. Storage at lower temperatures 

reduces bacterial growth 88 and may retain platelet functionality longer 89, but induces 

rapid platelet clearance from circulation after transfusion 74-76. Changes in sialylation 

of membrane receptors and clustering of GPIbα on the platelet membrane govern 

the clearance of transfused non-hibernator platelets after short cold storage 76, 103, 

104. Whether these changes occur or are prevented in hibernator platelets remains to 

be studied. The unique model of hibernation demonstrates that prolonged storage 

of platelets is possible at low temperatures in vivo. The mechanism in hibernators 

that prevents platelet clearance after cold storage may be applicable ex vivo as well, 

since hibernator platelets can be cooled ex vivo - without platelet activation (Chapter 

6) - and transfused without rapid clearance 11. All these data inspire reflection on 

improvement of ex vivo cold storage of human platelets and acquiring cold resilient 

human platelets, improving shelf life of platelet concentrates, decreasing bacterial 

contamination and reducing monetary losses. It may be that hypothermic liver and 

its subsequent rewarming is crucial in the reversibility of retaining either in vivo or 

ex vivo cold exposed platelets. Future studies should therefore investigate whether 

hypothermic liver allows transfusion of cold stored platelets. Hereto, platelets may 

be labeled and transfused after either cold storage or after standard 22-24°C storage 

with subsequent assessment of platelet lifespan in circulation of animals undergoing 

hypothermia and rewarming or those that are already hypothermic. If hypothermic 

liver cannot phagocytose or clear cold stored platelets, the platelets will likely start 

margination during hypothermia and be released in circulation during rewarming just 

like native non-stored platelets. It should be assessed whether during rewarming with 

warm liver the cold stored platelets are rapidly cleared or remain in circulation like 
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Improved understanding of hemostasis in hypothermia and new 
antithrombotic therapies
Since the majority of changes in the hemostatic system are present throughout 

the hibernating species investigated so far, it is likely that a species-overlapping 

antithrombotic mechanism is present throughout mammalian evolution. This is further 

corroborated by the fact that coagulation factors are well preserved throughout 

mammalian evolution, e.g. factor XI and XII already made their first appearance 

with the evolution of amphibians 109. Since all hibernating animals differ widely in 

phylogenetic heritage - e.g. brown bear, hamster and turtle - it is likely that the natural 

antithrombotic strategy is also present and inducible in non-hibernating mammals. 

In this thesis we demonstrate for primary hemostasis that the temperature inducible 

thrombocytopenia indeed is present in non-hibernating mammals. To elucidate the 

anticoagulant (secondary hemostatic) strategy, first the driving force in the hibernation 

induced suspended coagulation needs to be determined. This may be achieved by 

performing intervention studies on the synthesis and breakdown of coagulation factors 

or by (radio)labeling of factors and subsequent dynamic/kinetic studies, and to assess 

its effect on anticoagulation in torpor and in hypothermia of hibernators. Furthermore, 

the coagulation cascade should be investigated in hypothermia of non-hibernating 

mammals to determine if a similar inhibitory effect on secondary hemostasis occurs 

when body temperature decreases as in torpor. The speed and extent of recovery of 

hemostatic components, such as platelet count, VWF and coagulation factor level, 

and hemostatic function should be assessed in hypothermic patients throughout 

rewarming. This allows better understanding of what is needed in which timeframe 

to recover hemostasis to euthermic situation and to determine which factors recover 

completely by rewarming.

 By increasing our knowledge on the effects of hypothermia on hemostasis and 

the consequences of rewarming, physicians may evaluate better the benefits and 

disadvantages of (therapeutic) hypothermia. For example, cardiac arrest patients 

treated with mild hypothermia (32-36°C) do not have an increased incidence of 

bleeding compared to normothermic treatment but have better neurological outcomes 
110, 111. They receive similar amount of transfusion compared to normothermic 

patients, potentially to compensate for low platelet counts. Knowing that rewarming 

will generally recover the key components of hemostasis including platelet count may 

reduce the amount of transfusion required in these patients treated with hypothermia.

 The knowledge on speed and extent of recovery of specific hemostatic components 

by rewarming will also be helpful in trauma patients, often subjected to hypothermia, 

acidosis and coagulopathy, also known as the Triad of Death 112. Different than in 

accidental or therapeutic hypothermia, trauma often adds systemic activation of 

thus depleting their energy reserve. WNS has already resulted in death of around six 

million bats 106. Platelets act directly, and indirectly via complement activation and 

phagocyte recruitment, to kill fungi, but may also interact and lead to thrombosis 107, 

how this is affected by hibernation and influences the course of WNS infection has not 

yet been studied. Since platelets are generally believed to become activated due to 

lowering of temperature, platelet-fungi induced thrombosis may be involved in WNS 

as well. Indeed, there are histological signs of thrombosis in some of the bats affected 

by WNS (dr. Meteyer, wildlife pathologist, personal communication)

Standardization of analyses
However, it remains unclear whether hypothermia indeed activates platelets and 

coagulation factors. In this thesis we demonstrated that platelets are not activated 

by cooling in vivo (daily torpor mice 25°C, Chapter 6; hypothermic rat 15°C, Chapter 

4; deep torpor hamster 9°C, Chapter 2, 4 and 6) or ex vivo (4°C platelets from human, 

rat, mouse, hamster, Chapter 6). Some studies demonstrate a reduction in platelet 

function during hypothermia and ex vivo cooling, which is reversible by rewarming 63, 

108, this matches our data in torpid hamster (Chapter4 ), but not our data in hypothermic 

rat where functionality was unchanged throughout cooling and rewarming (Chapter 

5). The effects of hypothermia on platelet function and coagulation depend on factors 

reviewed by Van Poucke et al. 70:

•	 the actual body temperature during sampling

•	 the pre-analytical and analytical temperature 

•	 sample type (in vivo, ex vivo, in vitro; whole blood, washed platelet 

preparation)

•	 temperature changes during the sampling time (induction, maintenance, and 

rewarming)

•	 the moment of sampling in relation to agonist stimulation

•	 the duration of hypothermia

•	 the cause of hypothermia (spontaneous, whether induced externally or 

internally)

•	 coexisting factors (extracorporeal circulation, comorbidity, drugs)

•	 the modality of induced hypothermia (local, regional, or general)

Applying golden standard techniques and standardizing pre-analytical and analytical 

variables to assess platelet activation and functionality is important in determining 

the effects of temperature on platelets. These factors should be taken into account in 

any future study determining the effect of temperature on coagulation and platelet 

function, including the auxilliary functions of platelets such as those in the immune 

system.
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physicians to effectively manage the life-threatening emergency of bleeding in 

anticoagulated patients 127.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, despite the expected risk of thrombosis during hibernation due to 

prolonged immobility with reduced blood flow and increased blood viscosity, 

hamsters do not show signs of thrombotic complications during or after hibernation. 

We revealed that during the immobile torpor phase there is an anti-thrombotic shift 

of hemostasis by regulating the amount of platelets, VWF and coagulation factors, 

resulting in a thrombocytopenia and a phenotype resembling Von Willebrand Disease 

with Hemophilia A, B and C, while maintaining factors required for fibrinolysis. Low 

body temperature during torpor induces the thrombocytopenia in hibernators via 

reversible storage of platelets, most likely via margination of platelets in liver sinusoids, 

reversed by rewarming during arousal and seems to occur without activation of 

platelets. Platelet counts are associated with body temperature in all hibernating 

species studied to date. Margination of platelets to liver sinusoidal endothelium 

also represents the underlying mechanism of reversible thrombocytopenia  during 

hypothermia in non-hibernators. Also patients with accidental or therapeutic 

hypothermia demonstrate temperature dependent platelet dynamics and often 

signs of coagulopathy. However, concurrent morbidities in (trauma) patients can 

cause coagulopathy with thrombosis and conclusions that low temperature alone 

activates platelets and the coagulation system are therefore arguable. The underlying 

pathways, key receptors and ligands for platelet margination and suppression of the 

coagulation system remain to be determined. Platelets from both hibernators and 

non-hibernators reversibly change shape throughout cooling and rewarming without 

activation advocating that low temperatures may not activate platelets, adding to 

the controversy of temperature effects on platelets. Awareness of (pre)analytical 

variables in studying such temperature effects on hemostasis is crucial. Future studies 

investigating hemostasis in hibernation and (therapeutic) hypothermia may yield 

several clinical benefits for instance by suppressing hemostasis reversibly in patients 

suffering prothrombotic episodes.

the hemostatic system due to tissue injury and subsequent activation of platelets 

and coagulation factors or even disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). As a 

consequence, the concurrent coagulopathy is not only due to hypothermia induced 

hypocoagulation and suppression of primary hemostasis due to platelet margination. 

Acidosis, a lowering in blood pH, induces a coagulopathy by a different mechanism 

than hypothermia 84. Knowing to what extent the hypocoagulopathy may recover due 

to rewarming  alone may guide to which extent additional plasma and platelets will 

be transfused.

 Therapeutic hypothermia and targeted temperature management are already 

applied in cases of cardiac arrest survivors, head injury, neonatal encephalopathy, 

and in patients undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass surgery 67, 78, 113. The beneficial 

effect of low temperature and reduced metabolism on neurological outcome and 

survival has been demonstrated 110, 114, 115, and in neonates and cardiac arrest patients 

this beneficial effect is demonstrated without increases in hemorrhagic or thrombotic 

lesions 68, 116. However, for out of hospital cardiac arrest patients targeted temperature 

management below 36°C does not seem to add more survival benefit compared to 

targeting 36°C 117. 

 More applications for targeted temperature management or therapeutic 

hypothermia may arise, for instance mild intraoperative hypothermia may be beneficial 

in plastic surgery by reducing thrombosis in free tissue transfer, hence improving 

free flap survival 118. Therapeutic hypothermia may also improve the coagulopathy 

as measured by thromboelastography in patients with sepsis or septic shock 119, 

and even decrease mortality and end-organ damage in sepsis as demonstrated 

experimentally 120, although clinical trials in elderly did not show this decrease in 

mortality 121. Additionally, therapeutic hypothermia might suppress hypercoagulative 

states such as in DIC with organ failure and in heparin-induced thrombocytopenia 

with prothrombotic immunecomplexes and a mortality up to 30% of cases 121. If a 

pharmacological tool becomes available to mimic the torpor and temperature induced 

suppression of thrombosis, it may add the benefit of a rapid reversal strategy, since 

arousal and rewarming rapidly reverse antithrombotic effects within minutes to hours. 

A rapid reversal of anticoagulation is useful since bleeding is the most common adverse 

drug event bringing patients to emergency wards 122, 123, and requires correction of 

anticoagulation as quickly as possible. However, most reversal techniques require 

several hours to reverse anticoagulation, i.e. by administering fresh frozen plasma, 

Vitamin K or prothrombin complex concentrate 124, 125. To date, only one registered 

monoclonal antibody fragment against direct oral anticoagulant (DOAC) dabigatran 

is faster and reverses anticoagulation within minutes 126, but is highly expensive. 

Therefore, the development of new treatment and reversal strategies may help 
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